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Key Points:
• Seismic array allows clean separation
of Love waves from Rayleigh waves
• Rayleigh-to-Love wave ratio in seismic
noise in California (PFO) is different
from a European station WET
• This large difference between WET
and PFO suggests a failure of diffuse
waveﬁeld assumption for the
frequency range of microseisms
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we estimated the Rayleigh-to-Love wave energy ratio in the secondary microseism (0.1–0.35 Hz) in four
seasons. Rayleigh wave energy was estimated from a vertical component seismograph. Love wave energy
was estimated from rotation seismograms that were derived from a small array at PFO. Derived ratios are
2–2.5, meaning that there is 2–2.5 times more Rayleigh wave energy than Love wave energy at PFO. In our
previous study at Wettzell, Germany, this ratio was 0.9–1.0, indicating comparable energy between Rayleigh
waves and Love waves. This difference suggests that the Rayleigh-to-Love wave ratios in the secondary
microseism may differ greatly from region to region. It also implies that an assumption of the diffuse
waveﬁeld is not likely to be valid for this low frequency range as the equipartition of energy should make this
ratio much closer.
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The cross-correlation Green’s function approach was introduced to seismology by Campillo and Paul [2003],
and since then, seismic noise has become an indispensable data set for earth structure study. But why this
approach works is not necessarily clear. In Campillo and Paul [2003], a diffusive waveﬁeld was assumed for
the coda of earthquakes signals in which the equipartition of energy occurred. The equipartition of energy
was shown to hold for high-frequency waves (at least higher than 1 Hz), in the coda of seismic phases
[Hennino et al., 2001; Margerin et al., 2009], but the main frequency range that we have beneﬁtted by the
cross-correlation approach has been the microseism frequency band (0.05–0.4 Hz). For such a low-frequency
range, Snieder [2004] argued that the equipartition of energy is not likely to occur and presented a ballistic
wave concept. We tend to agree with his view for the microseism frequency range but our fundamental problem is the lack of understanding on the nature of seismic noise.
In this paper, we attempt to ﬁnd out the relative amount of Love waves with respect to Rayleigh waves in seismic
noise in the microseism frequency band. In our previous papers [Tanimoto et al., 2015, 2016], we took advantage
of a unique set of instruments at Wettzell (WET), Germany, where an STS-2 seismograph and a ring laser
[Schreiber et al., 2009; Schreiber and Wells, 2013] are colocated. Since the ring laser at WET records the vertical
component of rotation in contrast to strain or translational components at Earth’s surface, they are only sensitive
to Love waves (for a plane-layered structure). Combined with a vertical-component seismometer, which mainly
records Rayleigh waves, we made estimates for the energy ratio between Rayleigh waves and Love waves.
In this paper, instead of using the ring laser data, we retrieve the rotation from closely located broadband instruments at Piñon Flat [Lin et al., 2016], California, by following an approach by Spudich et al. [1995] and Spudich and
Fletcher [2008, 2009]. This dense array has been in operation since 2014. We use this data set for the entire 2015
to estimate the Rayleigh-to-Love wave energy ratios at PFO. We ﬁnd that the Rayleigh-to-Love wave energy
ratio is about 2–2.5, which is quite different from our results at Wettzell (0.9–1.0). Rayleigh waves seem dominant in the secondary microseism at PFO. We also point out that this large difference between WET and PFO
is inconsistent with the assumption of diffuse waveﬁeld for the microseism frequency band.
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We describe our data in section 2, surface accelerations between Rayleigh and Love waves in section 3, and
their energy ratios in section 4. We brieﬂy discuss the implications of our results in section 5.
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2. Data
Since late in 2014, there have been 13 broadband seismographs installed at PFO as a small array [UC San Diego,
2014]. Figure 1a shows two maps to indicate the location of PFO and detailed locations of broadband seismic
stations at PFO in addition to the ring laser (yellow) and three strain meters (pink lines). Broadband stations are
indicated by green, blue, and red circles. Lin et al. [2016] has done a comparison study between the ring laser
rotation data (yellow) and the rotation that can be derived by differencing various pairs of seismograms
[Spudich and Fletcher, 2008, 2009]. A general conclusion by Lin et al. [2016] is that the rotation is best derived
by using the large array, indicated by green circles in Figure 1a. Even so, there are slight differences in Love
wave amplitudes between the array-derived amplitudes and the ring-laser rotation amplitudes. But as long
as waveform cross correlation is larger than 0.94, amplitude differences are less than 4.5%. This level of
difference does not affect our conclusion in this paper.
Out of 13 stations, BPH03 is explicitly marked in this ﬁgure because we analyzed the rotation for this location
for the estimate of Love wave energy. We used vertical component seismograms at this location to estimate
Rayleigh wave energy. The ring laser data (at the yellow square) were not used because the instrument was
not sensitive enough to record microseisms. We present our analysis for 1 year long data in 2015, separately
analyzed for four seasons.
The approach in this paper is similar to the one in our previous studies [Tanimoto et al., 2015, 2016] except for
minor details. In this study, we analyzed every 1 h record in 2015, ﬁrst computing the power spectral density
(PSD) for all 1 h records and eliminating time portions that were obviously inﬂuenced by large earthquakes
and data gaps. Then we used two earthquake catalogues to reduce earthquake effects further; one was
the Global Moment Tensor catalogue [Dziewonski et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012] that allowed us to remove
global earthquake effects with magnitude 5.5 and larger. The other was the Southern California Seismic
Network Moment tensor catalogue [Southern California Earthquake Data Center, 2013] that allowed us to
remove regional (Southern California) earthquake effects with magnitude 3.0 and larger in 2015. For large
earthquakes (M > 5.5) we removed 6 h after the origin time and for small earthquakes (M > 3.0), we removed
2 h from their origin times. This processing is important because large earthquakes generated largeamplitude body and surface waves near 0.1 Hz.
We then binned data into four seasons: Winter data are from January, February, and December; spring data
are from March, April, and May; summer data are from July and August; and fall data are from September,
October, and November. Then for the identiﬁed “earthquake-free” 1 h portions in 2015, we computed
Fourier spectra and averaged Fourier amplitudes for each season. Figure 1b shows the average verticalcomponent spectral amplitudes for each season as a function of frequency: blue is winter, green is spring,
red is summer, and yellow is fall. Figure 1c shows the averaged spectral amplitudes for the rotation data.
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
In both plots, instead of using the power spectral density, we show the averaged jF ðωÞj2 =T where F(ω)
is the Fourier spectra and T is the length of time series (1 h). We used Fourier amplitudes rather than PSD
because we want to estimate surface amplitudes of Rayleigh and Love waves that are linearly proportional
to spectral amplitudes.
For both vertical-component (Figure 1b) and rotational spectra (Figure 1c), amplitudes in winter (blue) are the
largest and the peak frequency (~0.15 Hz) becomes the lowest frequency among the four seasons.
Amplitudes in summer (red) are the smallest among the four seasons, and their peak frequency becomes
higher (~0.2 Hz). Amplitudes in spring and fall are between these two end-member seasons. These features
are typical seasonal characteristics found for stations in the Northern Hemisphere. The main point here is that
the effects from earthquakes seem to be removed successfully from these spectra as earthquakes could disturb the clean background seasonal variations in seismic noise.
For frequencies below 0.1 Hz, amplitudes show large differences between vertical-component spectra
(Figure 1b) and the rotational spectra (Figure 1c). In Figure 1b, we can see a small peak at about 0.05–
0.07 Hz, which is the well-known primary microseism peak (the same frequency with ocean waves).
However, we cannot see this peak in the rotation spectra (Figure 1c). Instead, we see a large peak at about
0.01–0.02 Hz. In fact, rotational spectral amplitudes seem to increase toward lower frequencies even
further. We suppose that large tilt-related noise in horizontal component seismograms, which increases
toward lower frequencies, might be the reason for this trend, but the exact cause is not known for the
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Figure 1. (a) Two maps on the left indicate the location of PFO. Locations of 13 broadband seismographs at PFO are shown on the right (red, blue, and green circles).
We analyzed rotation, derived from the green stations. BPH03 is the location around which rotation was derived from this array. RLG is the ring laser gyroscope, and
three lines indicate the locations of strain meters. (b) Fourier amplitudes of vertical acceleration at BPH03 in four seasons. (c) Fourier amplitudes of rotation rate in
four seasons. Earthquake effects were removed from Figures 1b and 1c by using two catalogues.

moment. Figure 1c shows a trend that goes to zero because we detrend data in the analyses and kept the
zero-frequency data in this plot. For positive-frequency data the spectral amplitudes keep increasing
toward lower frequencies. It seems clear that this large low-frequency noise is masking the primary
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microseism peak near 0.05–0.07 Hz. Based on this observation, we report only on the results of secondary
microseism in this paper.

3. Acceleration Spectra
The rotational spectral amplitudes in Figure 1c can be converted to surface transverse acceleration if twice
the Love wave phase velocity (2C) is multiplied to the spectra [Pancha et al., 2000]. In this study, we examined
three seismic velocity models for PFO and used their Love wave phase velocities to obtain transverse spectral
amplitudes. The three models are (i) SCEC CVM (Southern California Earthquake Center Community Velocity
Model) [Shaw et al., 2015], (ii) 1-D model based on tomographic results derived from the ANZA network data
[Scott et al., 1994] where PFO is included, and (iii) a local structure at PFO based on the receiver function analysis [Baker et al., 1996]. P wave and S wave velocities in the upper 30 km are shown in Figure 2a, and their
Love wave dispersion curves are shown in Figure 2b. In these ﬁgures, SCEC CVM is the SCEC model, Anza
refers to the structure by Scott et al. [1994], and RF refers to the receiver function results by Baker et al.
[1996]. The ﬁrst two models (SCEC and Anza) have similar Love wave phase velocity, but the third one (RF)
has Love wave phase velocity that is about 10% slower. Since we multiply 2C (twice the Love wave phase
velocity) to the rotational spectra in Figure 1c to obtain the transverse spectra [Pancha et al., 2000; Igel et al.,
2005, 2007; Ferreira and Igel, 2009; Hadziioannou et al., 2012], these differences in phase velocity lead to about
10% differences in the transverse acceleration.
Figure 3 shows four acceleration spectra: the transverse acceleration spectra (red) from the rotation time series and the vertical (Z, blue), the north-south (NS, green), and the east-west (EW, black) acceleration spectra
obtained from seismograms at BPH03. Since three models give similar results, only the results for the SCEC
model are shown in Figure 3. Four panels correspond to the results in winter (a), spring (b), summer (c)
and fall (d).
In all seasons, two horizontal accelerations (NS and EW) are slightly higher than transverse acceleration, but
they all have similar frequency dependence. Differences in amplitudes about 0.15 Hz among NS, EW, and
transverse spectra may be explained by the effects of Rayleigh waves. The maximum peak frequencies
change according to season, but all four acceleration spectra basically have the same peak frequencies in
each season.
Love wave phase velocity for the third seismic model (RF) is about 10% slower than two other models, and it
causes 10% reduction of transverse accelerations. But spectral shape of transverse acceleration remains quite
similar. This amplitude difference leads to smaller estimates of transverse acceleration and Love wave energy
by 10%.

4. Energy Ratios Between Rayleigh Waves and Love Waves
Results in Figure 3 give us information on surface amplitudes of Rayleigh waves and Love waves. Essentially,
we get the surface values of Rayleigh wave eigenfunctions (U and V) and Love wave eigenfunction (W) from
them [Tanimoto et al., 2016]. Since the energy of surface waves are given by the depth integrals as ER = ω2∫ρ{U
(z)2 + V(z)2}d z and EL = ω2∫ρW(z)2 d z, where ER and EL are Rayleigh wave and Love wave energies, we can evaluate them without any difﬁculty for three seismic models.
Figures 4b–4d show the Rayleigh-to-Love wave energy ratios (R/L) for frequencies between 0.10 and 0.35 Hz.
Each season is denoted by a different color. The maximum ratios are found at about 0.20 Hz in summer, and
the ratios are about 4. In other seasons, the ratios are about 2.0–3.0. The energy ratios become lower for frequencies close to 0.1 Hz.
The average ratios between 0.10 and 0.35 Hz in each season are shown in Figure 4a. In this panel, three colors
indicate three seismic models. All ratios fall within the range 2.0–2.5, meaning that the Rayleigh wave energy
is about 2–2.5 times larger than the Love wave energy. But this is the overall average. It should be kept in
mind that this ratio can be as high as 4.0 in summer near its peak frequency (0.20 Hz) and about 3.0 in other
seasons near their peak frequencies (0.15 Hz).
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Figure 2. (a) P wave and S wave velocity structure for three seismic models. Models are SCEC CVM, 1-D structure from a
tomographic study [Scott et al., 1994] and structure from a receiver function study at PFO [Baker et al., 1996]. (b) Love
wave fundamental-mode phase velocity for the three models. They were used to transform rotation rate to transverse
acceleration.
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Figure 3. Acceleration spectra at BPH03. Z (blue), N (green), and E (black) are vertical, NS, and EW, acceleration spectra, respectively, from seismometer at BPH03.
Transverse acceleration (red) was obtained from the rotation spectra by multiplying 2C where C is Love wave phase velocity (Figure 2b). Results for (a) winter, (b)
spring, (c) summer, and (d) fall.

There is a hint for higher R/L ratios in spring and summer in Figure 4a, but it does not stand the statistical test
as error bars indicate. But we note that this tendency of higher summer R/L ratio is consistent with what
Tanimoto et al. [2016] reported for the Wettzell study.

5. Discussion
The main result in this paper is the average R/L energy ratio of 2.0–2.5 at PFO. Depending on the seismic velocity models, there are some variations but the estimated ratios fall in this relatively small range. This relative
dominance of Rayleigh waves may have been the reason that Schulte-Pelkum et al. [2004] observed clean and
azimuthally stable Rayleigh wave arrivals from the ANZA array analysis.
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Figure 4. (a) Rayleigh-to-Love wave energy (R/L) ratios in four seasons. The results for three seismic velocity models are shown in different colors. They are averaged
ratios for frequencies between 0.1 and 0.35 Hz. (b) R/L ratios when the SCEC CVM model were used. Different colors are for different seasons. (c) Same with Figure 4b
except that the Anza model was used. (d) Same with Figure 4b except that the RF model was used.

In our analysis for Wettzell (Germany) data, we obtained the R/L ratio of about 0.9–1.0. This value means that
the Love wave energy and the Rayleigh wave energy are comparable. There are some uncertainties in those
energy estimates that can arise from a choice of seismic velocity structure, but this difference in the R/L ratio
by a factor of 2 is signiﬁcant. It seems safe to state that the R/L energy ratios are substantially different
between Wettzell and Piñon Flat.
This large difference in R/L ratio suggests that the assumption of diffuse waveﬁeld fails for the microseism
frequency range. The equipartition of energy should occur in a diffuse waveﬁeld [e.g., Weaver, 2010], and if
so, R/L ratios should not vary very much from region to region. It is not easy to test the validity of this assumption, however, because mode shapes are different depending on earth structure, but one would not expect a
large difference in the R/L ratios. Many seismic noise analyses for earth structure were conducted by assuming the diffuse waveﬁeld, including the noise cross-correlation Green’s function analysis [Campillo and Paul,
2003] and H/V analysis [e.g., Sanchez-Sesma et al., 2011]. We should stress, however, that the latter H/V
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analysis was done in higher-frequency ranges than the microseism frequency range. The assumption of the
diffuse waveﬁeld was shown to work for higher frequencies, for example, between 5 and 7 Hz [Margerin et al.,
2009], in the coda of large-amplitude seismic phases. The result of this study only indicates that it does not
hold in the microseism frequency range.
If a propagation path is long, the waveﬁeld could become closer to a diffusive ﬁeld even for the microseism
frequency range, because for a long propagation path, there will be more chances of scattering and wave
conversion. Comparable energy between Rayleigh waves and Love waves at WET may be related to this case
as Wettzell is quite far from the coasts in all azimuths. On the other hand, since PFO is relatively close to the
California coast, the propagation distance may be too short to create a diffusive waveﬁeld for the microseism
frequency range.
There are a few other recent studies that have estimated the energy ratios between Rayleigh and Love waves.
Nishida et al. [2008] reported results in Japan, and their ratio estimate for the secondary microseism of about 2
is close to our estimate for PFO. Juretzek and Hadziioannou [2016] obtained ratios from multiple array analyses in Europe and their results range between 0.8 and 2.5, depending on location and season. Our result
for PFO is similar to Japanese results and is near the upper end of Juretzek and Hadziioannou [2016], although
the latter study reported a somewhat large range of ratios. The lowest end of their estimate is consistent with
our result for Wettzell. But we should be careful in those comparisons because even in our current results, the
ratio can reach 4 in summer for the peak frequency range (0.19–0.20 Hz) and 3 in other seasons for their peak
frequency ranges of about 0.15 Hz. The total average for the range 0.10–0.35 Hz may be 2.0–2.5; there are
quite large variations with respect to frequencies and seasons.
Our results also indicate a need for better understanding of the Love wave excitation sources, especially their
power and the mechanisms of their excitation. Compared with our understanding of Rayleigh wave excitation in the secondary microseism [Longuet-Higgins, 1950], our understanding of Love wave excitation in
the secondary microseism is still quite vague. It appears that we can form two hypotheses: one is a conversion
hypothesis. Ocean wave collisions (the Longuet-Higgins mechanism) can create double-frequency Rayleigh
waves in deep oceans. As these Rayleigh waves propagate toward seismic stations on land, a fraction of them
may convert to Love waves at a sharp ocean-continent boundary. Numerical simulations [e.g., Ying et al.,
2014; Gualtieri et al., 2013, 2015] are clearly needed to understand the importance of this propagation effect.
The other hypothesis is that the double-frequency ocean waves that are generated by collision of ocean
waves reach shallow oceans near the coast and interact with the solid earth directly [e.g., Saito, 2010]. Both
mechanisms may contribute to Love wave excitation, and regional variations in the R/L ratios may be
explained by a combination of these effects. But we need more careful analysis in the future.
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